Most cancers present at their site of origin-that is, it is the primary tumor which causes symptoms in the patient who then attends their doctor. Some 10% to 15% of cancers, however, present as metastases in solid organs, body cavities or lymph nodes (1) . Most of these secondary tumors are adenocarcinomas (1 -4) , for which the seven commonest primary sites are breast, colon, lung, ovary, pancreas, prostate, and stomach (1) . The prognosis and therapy of patients with metastatic adenocarcinoma are linked to the site of origin, so these sites, and others, are investigated by clinical examination, radiology, and serum tumor markers (2 -4) . If no primary cancer is found, then the metastatic deposit is usually biopsied, to confirm the diagnosis of malignancy and to subtype the tumor. Unfortunately, adenocarcinomas metastatic from different locations have similar microscopic appearances, which confound identification of the primary site (5) . Patients with metastatic adenocarcinoma of unknown origin make up around 3% of all cancer patients and this category is among the 10 most common malignancies (4) .
Traditionally, cancer classification has been based on clinical criteria and histopathology, which is itself based on tissue and cell morphology. These phenotypic abnormalities, however, are underpinned by changes in gene expression, at the mRNA and ultimately protein levels (6) . The latter can be exploited in tissue samples through immunohistochemistry, which is already the standard method for lymphoma categorization (7) . Our aim was to establish a similar classification scheme for adenocarcinomas.
For diagnostic pathology, ideally we want to: use as few markers as possible; correctly predict origin for many tumors (high coverage-sensitivity); and misclassify few tumors (high accuracy-specificity; refs. 8, 9) . A number of tumor markers are already in use for this purpose (10, 11) , including cytokeratins 7 and 20 (CK7 and CK20) and thyroid transcription factor 1 (TTF1; refs. 12, 13). However, we wished first to ensure that all potential candidates were evaluated. In a previous study, we used hierarchical clustering to show that the molecular profiles of the seven most common adenocarcinomas are characteristic of their primary site, and furthermore, that this is maintained during metastasis (14) . We then developed a comprehensive bioinformatic approach that identified key differences between primary sites (14) .
In the present study, by profiling selected candidate sitespecific markers, we aimed to develop a scheme for the immunohistochemical evaluation of adenocarcinomas that improves the prediction of primary sites. The classifier would need to be applicable in routine diagnostic practice and so its utility was validated in a second independent set of primary and metastatic tumors. High-throughout expression profiling at a histologic level was enabled by the use of tissue microarrays (15) .
Materials and Methods
Ethical approval for the use of clinical material in this research was given by the North Glasgow University Hospitals National Health Service Trust.
Selection of candidate markers. Through bioinformatic analyses, we identified 61 candidate markers which appeared to be either specific to one or restricted to two or three primary sites (14) . Of these, 14 were taken forward to tissue profiling: carcinoembryonic antigen, chromogranin A, clusterin, fatty acid binding protein, immunoglobulin-n light chain, insulin, mammaglobin 1, pancreatic polypeptide, pepsinogen C, prostate-specific antigen, prostatic acid phosphatase, surfactants A and B, and trefoil factor 2. This was integrated with the profiling of 13 immunohistochemical markers which are clinically established or have more recently emerged from the literature: CA125, CA19-9, CDX2, CK7, CK20, estrogen receptor, gross cystic disease fluid protein 15 (GCDFP-15), hepatocyte, lysozyme, mesothelin, mucin 5AC, trefoil factor 1, and TTF1 (8, 9, 12, 13, 16 -27) .
Selection and assembly of tumors for tissue profiling. Our focus was on adenocarcinomas from the seven main sites. The sample numbers were proportional to their frequency of presentation with metastatic disease, rather than the overall incidence (1). The absolute numbers were chosen to yield statistical power, assuming marker sensitivity and specificity of at least 65% and 75%. The first round comprised 352 primary tumors in four tissue microarrays, with 261 adenocarcinomas from the main sites: 35 breast (28 ductal and 7 lobular), 47 colon, 46 lung, 28 ovary (18 serous and 10 mucinous), 53 pancreas, 18 prostate, and 34 stomach tumors (26 intestinal and 8 diffuse). Other tumors which arise at the same or nearby sites or enter the differential diagnosis were also included, as listed in Fig. 1A . The second round comprised 100 primary and 30 paired metastatic tumors, from the seven main locations only, in two tissue microarrays, with the numbers of primaries and metastases, respectively, given in brackets: 17 breast (10 + 3 ductal and 3 + 1 lobular), 22 colon (17 + 5), 26 (20 + 6) lung, 13 ovary (7 + 2 serous and 3 + 1 mucinous), 27 pancreas (20 + 7), 7 prostate (all primary), 18 stomach (10 + 4 intestinal and 3 + 1 diffuse).
Cases were identified from pathology records. Tissue microarrays were constructed using Beecher Instruments' Manual Tissue Arrayer and 0.6 mm punches (Silver Spring, MD). Test samples were arrayed in triplicate (28) , alongside duplicate internal control cores. The tissue microarray blocks were sectioned onto slides using the Paraffin TapeTransfer System, Instrumedics, Inc. (Hackensack, NJ). Representative sections were checked by H&E staining.
Immunohistochemistry. Twenty-six primary antibodies were used according to the supplier's instructions for dilution and antigen retrieval: 10 as detailed in In situ hybridization. IMAGE clones for mammaglobin 1 (109005) and pepsinogen C (10187) were obtained from the Medical Research Council Geneservice (Babraham, United Kingdom). Plasmid preparation was done and clones confirmed by sequencing. The template was linearized then digoxigenin-UTP-labeled riboprobes were generated by transcription with T7 or Sp6 RNA polymerase, using the DIG RNA Labelling Kit from Roche Diagnostics, Ltd. (Lewes, United Kingdom). In situ hybridization was done as previously described (29) .
Microscopic assessment and scoring. The stained slides were assessed without knowledge of other clinical or pathologic data. For each sample, the three cores were scored individually and the highest figure used (30) . The first round slides were scored separately by two observers (J. Dennis and K. Oien, a consultant histopathologist); cores with differing results were reviewed and agreement reached. The second round was assessed by one observer (K. Oien). The intensity of staining was scored on a categorical scale, from 0 to 3, where: 0 was absent; 1 was very weak, dubious staining; 2 was definite, mild, or moderate staining; and 3 was definite, strong staining (16, 26, 31) . Only staining in tumor cells, in the appropriate nuclear or cytoplasmic location, was scored. Representative images of positive staining are presented in Supplementary Fig. 1 .
Data analysis. The data were stored and analyzed using Microsoft Access. To identify subtle associations, we used Rosetta, available online at http://www.idi.ntnu.no/~aleks/rosetta (32) . Rosetta is a software package implementing a supervised learning method, based on rough set theory and Boolean reasoning. It induces minimal decision rules, where each rule is constructed using the minimal information needed to discern objects. Sensitivity and specificity were calculated using standard formulae (16) .
Results
Tissue profiling of candidate markers in primary adenocarcinomas. For the first round of expression profiling, we studied 352 primary tumor samples with 27 candidate markers: 25 by immunohistochemistry alone, 1 by in situ hybridization (mammaglobin 1) alone, and 1 by both (pepsinogen C). Staining was scored blindly: for analysis, we regarded only convincing staining (scores of 2 and 3) as positive (16, 26, 31) .
Our aim was then to select the best markers, and the best combination in which to apply them: the ideal would be to have one highly sensitive and specific marker for each of the seven sites. First, we analyzed the database manually: some associations were obvious, such as prostate cancer and its closeto-ideal marker prostate-specific antigen. To identify more subtle associations, we used the Rosetta system, which produces minimum rules, which describe and separate groups of objects, C, this diagnostic decision tree was built using the ranked specificities and sensitivities. To apply this, we start at the top. If the tumor is prostate-specific antigen^positive, then it is from prostate; if not, then we move down the tree, and so on. Pancreatic and gastric tumors mostly had to be grouped together. D-G, the results of applying the diagnostic table and decision tree, respectively, are presented in D and E for the first round data and F and G for the second round. In this format, termed a confusion matrix, correct predictions lie along the diagonal, shaded black; the incorrect predictions lie in the white areas.''Missing'' tumors for the tree are those lacking any marker along its decision-making pathway, and for the table are those lacking at least five assessable markers. In addition, some tumors lacked any positive markers: these tumors have been called ''negative'' in the matrix for the diagnostic table and are regarded as errors when calculating predictive success; with the tree, such tumors fall into the ''breast or stomach or pancreas'' bin at the bottom. The metastatic tumors in the second round are shown in red. H, table of immunohistochemical results combined from both first and second rounds of tissue profiling.
and which are ranked by specificity and sensitivity (32) . To illustrate this process, for lung, candidate markers included TTF1 and surfactant proteins A and B. All three markers stained around 90% of lung cancers and thus were highly sensitive. Whereas TTF1 and surfactant A were essentially limited to lung tumors, surfactant B was also present in up to 13% of other adenocarcinomas and thus was less specific. TTF1 was selected as the lung marker on the basis of its strong and easily discriminated nuclear staining. In contrast with these lung candidates, the positive markers for breast, estrogen receptor, and GCDFP-15, stained lower proportions of breast cancers but seemed to be independent, such that some tumors were positive only with one or the other, hence both markers were selected (24) . This analysis led to a smaller panel of 10 markers: CA125, CDX2, CK7, CK20, estrogen receptor, GCDFP-15, lysozyme, mesothelin, prostate-specific antigen, and TTF1. The immunohistochemical results for these markers are presented in Fig. 1A . In breast, ovary and stomach, major tumor subtypes exist and were assessed: the expression profiles differed between subtypes only for ovary. The percentage positivity is given as a number and as background shading, for easy visual comparison. The sensitivity and specificity of each marker is given in Fig. 1B . Note that sensitivity is simply the number (or shading intensity) in the appropriate cell in Fig. 1A ; and specificity is the (lack of) shading in the column for each marker outside the ''correct'' cell. Representative images of positive staining for the 10 selected markers are presented in Supplementary Fig. 1 . The immunohistochemical results for the remaining 17 candidates are provided in Supplementary Table 1. In addition, the marker data have been summarized in a second graphic format, through the application of hierarchical clustering: the resulting heat-maps are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 .
As already indicated, a few markers, on their own, were diagnostic of a single primary site: prostate-specific antigen for prostate; and TTF1 for lung. Some markers, on their own, were diagnostic of a subset of tumors: estrogen receptor for breast or ovary; and CDX2 for gastrointestinal tumors (ovarian mucinous tumors excluded and discussed below). Other markers, in combination, were diagnostic of a single tumor site: estrogen receptor, mesothelin, and CA125 together indicate ovary. Some tumors had similar profiles that were difficult to separate: pancreas and stomach (between these two, CK7 negativity made pancreas unlikely; and CA125 positivity, especially with mesothelin positivity, made pancreas more likely).
Primary carcinomas which arise at the same sites or might enter the differential diagnosis of metastatic deposits were also studied: their expression profiles resembled the anatomically and developmentally closest ''main'' adenocarcinoma. Thus, endometrial adenocarcinoma was similar to ovarian cancer, and adenocarcinomas of the duodenal ampulla and bile ducts (cholangiocarcinoma) resembled pancreatic ductal tumors. Hepatocellular carcinomas expressed none of these markers: because the liver is commonly involved in metastatic spread, this facilitates the distinction between primary and secondary tumors.
Development and application of a diagnostic classification scheme. Pathologists are accustomed to using information in table format, where all data is considered simultaneously in making a diagnosis. However, we decided to also build a decision tree (Fig. 1C) , using the ranked specificities and sensitivities of the markers. To apply this, we start at the top, with the most specific marker. If the tumor is prostatespecific antigen -positive, then it is from the prostate; if not, then we move down the tree, and so on. Pancreatic and gastric tumors mostly had to be grouped together. An alternative decision tree was built using the conventional statistical approach of recursive partitioning; it is shown for comparison in Supplementary Fig. 3 , but was not selected for further use.
We then returned to our first round data and attempted to predict the primary site using these classifiers. The decision tree was used as depicted (Fig. 1C) . With the diagnostic table, in most cases, a single site could be assigned. In a few cases, however, two sites seemed equally likely, and agreement of either with the actual site was regarded as correct. The four common pairs were: stomach or pancreas, stomach or colon (CDX2 and/or CK20 positive but also mesothelin and/or CA125 positive), ovary or pancreas (CK7, mesothelin, and CA125 positive but negative for estrogen receptor), and breast or ovary (estrogen receptor and CK7 positive but negative for GCDFP-15 and either mesothelin or CA125).
The results for these first round predictions are presented in Fig. 1D above, where one site alone had been predicted. Second, where diagnosis relies on a single highly specific marker, such as TTF1 in lung, the few negative cases are misclassified. Third, some tumors simply fail to stain with any marker: using the decision tree, such tumors fall into the ''bin'' at the bottom (breast or stomach or pancreas). Except for the lack of immunohistochemical staining, these tumors did not seem histologically distinct from the majority: for example, they were not particularly poorly differentiated. Fourth, ovarian mucinous tumors are an oddity. They are well-recognized to express gastric, colonic, and/or pancreatic markers and so it is not surprising that their expression profile overlaps with those of gastrointestinal tumors (33) .
Testing of classification scheme in an independent set of tumors. We then validated the diagnostic table and decision tree in a separate set of primary tumors and extended the analysis to metastatic tumors. Use of independent samples checks for ''over-fitting'' of the classification scheme to the original data. We constructed two tissue microarrays, containing 100 primary tumors and 30 paired metastases, from the seven main sites. The tissue microarrays were stained with the 10 markers, scored, and the primary site predicted using table and tree separately.
The results for these second round predictions are presented in Fig. 1F and G. The primary and metastatic tumor pairs had similar expression profiles, showing that our data from the primary tumors are applicable not only to other data sets but also to metastatic adenocarcinomas. Correct assignment was obtained again in 87% of primary and metastatic tumors with the table and in 89% with the tree: the figures for the metastases alone were 71% and 83%, respectively. Note that the metastatic set lacked tumors from the prostate, from which the primaries were always correctly classified: their absence alone lowers the success rate of the classifier. Most of the misclassified tumors were in pairs (i.e., a primary and its matched metastasis), with the incorrect predictions as described for the original data set. The immunohistochemical results from both rounds are combined in Fig. 1H .
Discussion
Adenocarcinoma of unknown origin are a common clinical problem, so we are far from the first to address this diagnostic dilemma from a pathologic standpoint (8 -11, 16, 19, 26, 34) . However, over the past few years, a number of novel markers have emerged, including CK7, CK20, TTF1, CDX2, and mesothelin (12, 13, 17, 22, 23, 25) . We believe that this is the first study to profile large numbers of these newer genes alongside established markers in a comprehensive manner, and to develop a rational classification scheme which has been successfully tested in an independent data set including metastatic tumor samples.
During this research, we performed both internal and external validation. The data were shown to be reproducible through: repetition of staining and scoring, staining by different scientists and methods in the first and second rounds, and by two assessors in the first round. The study design is comparable with the literature: the use of triplicate cores is regarded as standard (28) , our numbers of missing or otherwise unassessable cores is low (3%; refs. 28, 31), and our scoring system is well established (16, 26, 31) .
In general, our results agree with previous studies on the primary sites and individual markers tested here, as shown in Table 2 (8, 9, 12, 13, 16,17,19 -27, 35 -37) , although for some markers (CK20 and CDX2), our sensitivities are at the lower end of the range. For CK20, most previous studies have used full tissue sections rather than tissue microarrays (13, 35, 36) , and although there is generally concordance of staining between whole sections and tissue microarrays, expression levels of some genes are lower in tissue microarrays (31) . Because the present classification is likely to be used primarily with small biopsy material, tissue microarrays arguably better reflect the situation in practice. For CDX2, Werling et al. (17) found widespread expression in the gut, with strong, uniform nuclear staining in colon, and weaker, more heterogeneous staining in stomach and pancreas, whereas we and others found that CDX2 was relatively specific for colon, with convincing staining absent from most gastric tumors, and in particular from all pancreatic adenocarcinomas (Fig. 1A and Table 2 ; ref. 25 ). This apparent discrepancy may simply indicate that our scoring criteria are more stringent, thus excluding heterogeneous, weak staining of non -colonic tumors, and illustrates the eternal difficulty of determining what threshold should be used for positivity (38) .
Prostate-specific antigen and TTF1 positivity in a few nonprostatic (mainly gynecologic) and non -lung tumors, respectively, was surprising, and emphasizes that the study was fully ''blinded''. In fact, Dako's datasheet indicates that prostatespecific antigen is expressed outside the prostate, for example in endometrium. TTF1 positivity could represent a hitherto unrecognized neuroendocrine carcinoma component (12) , but a more mundane explanation may apply: in the second round, for example, one tumor pair was submitted as pancreatic cancer with a lung metastasis, but both expressed TTF1, thus it is likely that the primary was in fact the lung cancer.
The use of decision trees is not yet established in pathology, but intuitively developed algorithms for this application have been described (8, 9) . DeYoung et al. (8) emphasized that markers must be interpreted in a particular sequence for their predictive values to be maximized, so that the pathologist moves from the most specific to the least specific markers, as with our decision tree (Fig. 1C) . In this way, as tumor sites are excluded, even relatively nonspecific markers further down the tree yield useful information (8) .
In the development of any classification scheme, a figure of 88% correct in a data set with seven classes would be regarded as excellent. Clearly, this leaves some 12% of tumors which were not correctly classified. Likely reasons have already been described in Results, but note that, even in these cases, the list of likely primary sites has often been narrowed down. Importantly, our predictions were based purely on the numerical immunohistochemical scores, in isolation from both clinical information, such as gender, site of metastasis, and radiology, and the microscopic appearance of the tumor. In practice, both may be helpful. For example, on histology, the presence of ''signet ring'' cells suggests a gastric or breast origin, calcispherites suggest ovary and ''dirty'' necrosis suggests colon.
The integration of such data may overcome some shortcomings of the present approach, for example, the difficulty in discriminating certain tumor pairs with immunohistochemistry alone. The question has been addressed by Sheahan et al. (5) who studied the contributions of morphology and clinical data to diagnosis. Two pathologists evaluated 100 metastatic adenocarcinomas from 10 primary sites. On morphology alone, the correct primary site was the first choice in 26% for both pathologists. Addition of gender and site of metastasis enabled the correct first choice in 50% and 55%, respectively (5) .
These predictions improve with the use of immunohistochemistry, although surprisingly few comprehensive studies have been published. DeYoung et al. (8) studied over 2,800 epithelial malignancies (a wide range including germ cell tumors, mesotheliomas, and solid carcinomas) and found that a panel of 14 markers yielded the correct primary site in 67%. Brown et al. (26) studied metastatic adenocarcinomas from five sites (colon, breast, ovary, lung, and upper gastrointestinal tract). Using four markers (carcinoembryonic antigen, CA19-9, CA125, and BCA225), the primary site was correctly predicted in 66%; we have profiled three of these, but only CA125 was among the most informative. Lagendijk et al. (9) studied primary and metastatic adenocarcinomas from three sites (colon, breast, and ovary) and found that six markers (CK7, CK20, CA125, carcinoembryonic antigen, estrogen receptor, and GCDFP-15) yielded correct classification in 80% to 90%. Interestingly, our difficulty in first identifying and then separating out gastric and pancreaticobiliary cancers is a general experience (5, 26) . In clinical practice, this is in fact not a significant problem. Diffuse (signet-ring cell) gastric cancers can be identified as such on histology, whereas the primary tumors of intestinal-type gastric cancers are generally visible at endoscopy; and if not already performed, radiologic assessment may also provide clarification. Thus, upper gastrointestinal and pancreatico-biliary cancers can generally be separated on clinical grounds once this differential diagnosis is raised on pathologic material.
It is important to establish that markers informative for the site of origin in a primary malignancy retain that utility in metastases. Our site-specific genes are essentially related to epithelial differentiation, rather than to tumor proliferation or invasion. For these markers, our current and previous data certainly suggest that the primary tumor and corresponding metastasis share similar profiles (14) , and this has been the experience of others (9, 16) . Clearly, further testing in biopsy samples from additional metastatic samples and from metastases of unknown origin would be worthwhile.
The dissemination of any diagnostic classification to other laboratories clearly raises challenges already being faced with testing for therapeutic markers such as estrogen receptor in breast cancer (28) . Categorization of a marker as positive or negative is influenced by technical issues such as specimen fixation, tissue processing, and immunohistochemical conditions including antibody dilution and pretreatment, as well as by interpretative aspects including the observer's threshold for positivity and other variables (8, 35) . Because the decision tree is based on marker specificity and has generalized well to unseen cases (in the second round), it should be reasonably robust for transfer to other centers, and it is flexible so that new markers may be added (8) . Of course, in practice, any immunohistochemical classification should be interpreted in the appropriate histologic and clinical context.
Identification of the primary site in patients with metastatic adenocarcinoma is important for prognosis and rational therapy (2 -4) . The nihilism of the past has changed because of the emergence of relatively specific and increasingly effective chemotherapeutic regimens for metastatic adenocarcinomas from each site (39) . Breast and prostate cancers may respond to hormonal manipulation, platinum-or taxane-based regimens are used with ovarian and lung tumors, 5-fluorouracilbased combinations are the mainstay of colorectal cancer management, and combination therapy with 5-fluorouracil and a platinum agent is the most widely used first-line regimen for gastric cancer. In contrast, gemcitabine alone is the treatment of choice for palliation of pancreatic cancer but would be regarded as suboptimal therapy for other tumors. Thus, prediction of the likely primary site enables the selection of a regimen optimal for antitumor activity, with its implications for palliation and possibly survival, whereas avoiding unnecessary toxicity. For the investigation of patients with occult primary disease, it is generally accepted that immunohistochemical assessment of biopsy material is both useful and cost-effective, compared with exhaustive investigations using other modalities, predominantly radiology and endoscopy (2 -4, 8, 39 ). We present here a validated approach to the immunohistochemical evaluation of small tumor samples that should enable the assignment of a likely site of origin for most patients with metastatic adenocarcinoma.
